
Exit Pupil
The exit pupil indicates the amount of light that reaches the human eye

through the optical system and therefore strongly determines image

brightness. The exit pupil is calculated by dividing the objective lens

diameter by the magnification. The LUGER Jagd NA 8x56, for example,

therefore has an exit pupil of 7 mm (56 : 8= 7).

To achieve optimum image brightness, the riflescope’s exit pupil should

be at least the same size as the user’s pupil  which varies with age and

light conditions at the time of observation. A young person, for exam-

ple, has an exit pupil of about 4mm during daytime and 7 mm at night,

whereas an older person shows an exit pupil of about 3 mm and 4 mm

respectively. Generally speaking, the rifle scope’s exit pupil can be rela-

tively small in favourable light conditions  e.g. sunshine  but should be

larger in poor light conditions  e.g. dawn or dusk.

Field of View
When looking through a rifle scope, a circular image appears. The width

of this image is referred to as the »field of view«. The corresponding

figure (in m/100m) indicates the width of the area visible at a distan-

ce of 100m. The LUGER PRO 1.25-4.5x26, for example, covers 34.7m at

a distance of 100m when using 1.25-times magnification. The higher

the magnification, the smaller the field of view.

Full Coating
The full coating of LUGER rifle scopes increases light transmission und

reduces distorting glare. The benefit: A very bright, high-contrast and

absolutely true-to-detail image.

Magnification / Power
The magnification/power figure indicates how much closer an object

appears. An 8-times magnification rifle scope (e.g. LUGER Jagd-NA

8x56) makes an object 100m away appear to be only 12.5 m away.

With fixed-power rifle scopes (such as the Jagd-NA 8x56), magnifica-

tion cannot be changed, whereas with variable-power scopes, magni-

fication is infinitely variable within a given range (for example LUGER

EU 3-9x44).

Objective Lens Diameter
The objective lens diameter determines the amount of light that pene-

trates the rifle scope’s objective lens. The LUGER PRO NA 3-12x56 has

an objective lens diameter of 56mm. The larger the diameter, the gre-

ater the amount of light that enters the optical system, and the brigh-

ter the image.

Parallax
If the shooter looks through the scope »off centre« instead of

»straight«, an aiming error occurs that is referred to as »parallax« or

»parallax error«. It is caused by positioning the eye outside the straight

line that runs from the centre of the reticle to the target; i.e. the opti-

cal axis and visual axis are offset against each other.

»Parallax-freedom« means that due to a pre-setting at the factory, the

parallax error does not occur at a certain distance (usually 100 m). At

that distance, the image of the object falls on the same plane with the

reticle. This means that the shooter is aiming correctly at an object 100

m away, even when looking into the scope off centre.

Regardless of the distance, there will be no parallax if the shooter looks

exactly straight through the scope. The LUGER LR 8-32x44 features a

parallax adjustment, which allows for setting parallax, and thus »paral-

lax-freedom«, to different distances - a great advantage when shooting

long-range.

Reticle
The reticle is the scope’s internal aiming device. In the LUGER Jagd-NA

and PRO-NA series, it is supplemented by an additional illumination

unit, adjustable to different levels of intensity. Illuminated reticles faci-

litate quick target acquisition when drive hunting and when hunting in

poor light conditions. The LUGER reticle types »4A«, »4A+LP«, »30/30«,

»Special A«, »Crosshair with dot« and »Special illuminated reticle« offer

the right solution for every hunting situation. In all variable-power

LUGER scopes, the reticle is located in the 2nd image plane (ocular

image plane) and retains its size when magnification is changed. Target

obstruction is thus reduced to a minimum and a good overview is main-

tained at all times. All rifle scope reticles feature accurate windage and

elevation adjustment.

Twilight Factor
The twilight factor is calculated by extracting the root of the multiplica-

tion  of the objective lens diameter x the magnification. The LUGER Jagd

NA 8x56 has a twilight factor of 21 and is therefore perfectly adapted

to use in poor light conditions.

Waterproof Protection
LUGER’s waterproof rifle scopes are filled with dry nitrogen. This not

only prevents the penetration of water but also the intrusion of air and

of moisture, which could lead to fogging of the lenses.
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For that one moment of truth, in which we fully concentrate all our

senses, we gladly accept effort and patience. 

Only if we become one with our equipment can we deliver the perfect

shot and

experience the ultimate sense of achievement. 

Whether for huntsmanlike slaying of game or winning a competition: 

what counts is the shot – it has to be perfect.

We do not know how successful your moments of truth will be, but we

do promise that the optics will not fail you.

The proven quality will not let you down. 

LUGER optics. 

It’s all you need.

02 | LUGER 

Moments of true clarity.



Prepared for any situation.

No matter whether stalking or drive hunting game, stand hunting at

night or competitive shooting – LUGER riflescopes offer the best solution

in all fields of employment.

Engineered by professionals, for professionals, and proven under tough

operational conditions, they stand out for their superior materials and

excellent, carefully considered workmanship. The special glass types

receive a top-quality coating to guarantee excellent light transmission.

To assure a clear and unobstructed view at all times, the reticles of all

variable-power LUGER riflescopes are located in the 2nd focal plane

(ocular image plane) – they do not change size when changing

magnification and therefore keep target obstruction to a minimum.

Whether you prefer entry model riflescopes of the LG series, top models

of the PRO-NA series with their illuminated reticles or the sophisticated

Red Dot sights of the DOT series – with LUGER products you are perfectly

equipped and will not miss a single true moment.

LUGER | 03
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When poor light poses a challenge.

The top models of the PRO-NA series (tube diameter of 30 mm) with illuminated reticle are just waiting to be employ-

ed in adverse light conditions. Whether stand hunting in the twilight or drive hunting with an alternating light/dark

background: In many hunting situations, quick target acquisition cannot be achieved using a conventional dark-colou-

red re-ticle. The fully recoil resistant and waterproof PRO-NA riflescopes with illuminated reticles are the best solution.

4A+LP

PRO-NA 1-4x26 
For rapid shots in any light 
condition. 
The adjustable, special-design reticle of

this extremely light and compact scope

makes it an expert for drive hunting and

the pursuit of moving game. The dot

allows quick target acquisition, even

when tracking the game’s movement.

The superb image quality of the optical

system will not let you down - even in

deep twilight. 

Order-No.: 43-14x26

Illuminated reticle

PRO-NA 3-12x56 
From bright daylight to the dee-
pest twilight.
Its red dot can be fine-tuned to perfect-

ly adjust to any light condition. The

crystal clear, absolutely true-to-nature

image of this superb allround riflescope

is made possible by the well-devised,

sophisticated interplay of top-quality

components.

Order-No.: 43-312x56
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The light eye for dawn and dusk.

The expert for all light conditions: Whether with minimum intensity in adverse light or with maximum inten-

sity in bright daylight - you can explore the full potential of the illuminated reticle at any time. Its eleven

intensity levels allow optimum adjustment in every situation. The fully coated optics, well protected against

dust and water by the tough 25.4mm tube, render their service with absolute reliability. 

4A+LP

Jagd-NA 1,5-4,5x20
The specialist for the quick shot
with illuminated dot.
The superb image quality of this optical

system will not let you down.

Order-No.: 40-1545x20

Jagd-NA 3-9x40
The allrounder for stand hun-
ting, stalking and drive hunting.
The Jagd-NA 3-9x40 provides the largest

field of view within the Jagd-NA series.

The low weight of 470 g and the short

design, measuring just 330 mm, make

hunting even more enjoyable.

Order-No.: 41-39x40

Jagd-NA 8x56
A classic for nocturnal 

stand hunting.
The powerful, high-contrast Jagd-NA

8x56 is especially suitable for wild boar

hunting in very poor light.

Order-No.:41-8x56

Jagd-NA 4-12x56
When poor light and long 
distances pose a challenge. 
With an objective lens diameter of     56

mm and 12-times magnification, the

Jagd-NA 4-12x56 meets all requirements

for shots under poor light conditions and

for long-range targets.  

Order-No.: 41-412x56

Illuminated reticle
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Crystal clear.

LUGER’s top model: The extraordinary brightness of the PRO series lets you forget that you are looking

through a riflescope. Exquisite lenses of highest refinement yield a crystal clear, high-contrast, perfectly true-

to-colour image. An extremely rugged body and a special bedding of the lenses guarantee recoil resistance.

Nitrogen filling ensures 100% waterproof protection. 

PRO 1,25-4,5x26
The drive hunting specialist.
The PRO 1,25-4,5x26 convinces us with

its easy target acquisition capability and

its very wide field of view. With up to

34.7 m, it features the largest field of

view in this series. At 273 mm it is the

shortest, and with 390 g the lightest rif-

lescope of this product line.

The field of view of the PRO 1,5-6x42

measures 21.2 m at 1.5-times magnifi-

cation, and 7.1 m at 6-times magnifica-

tion.

Order-No.: 26-12545x2

PRO 1,5-6x42
A very compact and handy
scope, equally suited to drive
hunting and stalking.
The field of view of the PRO 1,5-6x42

measures 21.2 m at 1.5-times magnifi-

cation, and 7.1 m at 6-times magnifica-

tion.

Order-No.: 26-156x42

4A

PRO 3-12x52
Your reliable companion when
stand hunting at night.
The PRO 3-12x52 features the highest

magnification and the largest objective

lens diameter of the PRO series. The twi-

light factor (12.49 to 24.98) also ranks

among the highest in the PRO series.

Order-No.: 26-312x52
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Superb reliabaility.

The LUGER EU series is characterised by the powerful combination of brilliant optics and special design features. Full

multi-coating yields a perfectly bright, brilliant, high-contrast image. The 30 mm mono-tube construction and the spe-

cial reticle bedding withstand even the most punishing recoil of magnum calibres. The absolute recoil resistance and

the 100% waterproof protection will never let you down.

EU 1,5-6x44
Just what you need: Far view
for drive hunts or variable
magnification when stalking.
With 17 m - 3.8 m, the EU 1,5-6x44

offers the widest field of view, and with 

29.33 mm - 7.33 mm it possesses the

largest exit pupil of the EU series. At a

length of 320 mm, it is also the shortest

riflescope in this series.

Order-No.: 24-156x44

EU 3-12x52
When poor light conditions chal-
lenge your scope.
With up to 12-times magnification, the

EU 3-12x52 has the highest magnificati-

on of the EU series. The large 52 mm

objective and full coating provide super-

ior brightness in adverse light conditi-

ons.

Order-No.: 24-312x52

4A

EU 3-9x44
The allrounder. Just in case.
At a weight of 465 g, the EU 3-9x44 is

extremely light and features the same

objective lens diameter as the EU 1.5-

6x44 (44 mm), but yields a higher

magnification.

Order-No.: 24-39x44
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Riflescopes you can trust every day: The LUGER CL series’ 30 mm tubes, turned from one piece, provide a

maximum of ruggedness and structural integrity to withstand the daily challenges of hunting activities. Full

coating ensures sharpness and clarity of image. The zoom ring works smoothly and accurately. The tough

body is recoil resistant and waterproof.

Precise and tough.

CL 1,5-6x42
Ensures quick target acquisition
when drive hunting and gua-
rantees reliability through varia-
ble power when stalking.
With 19.4 m - 4.9 m, the CL 1, 5-6x42

features the largest field of view in the

CL series. At a weight of 490 g, it is not

only the lightest, but with a length of

301 mm also the shortest riflescope of

this product line.

Order-No.: 25-156x42

CL 3-9x42
The “Jack of all trades” for every
hunting situation.
The CL 3-9x42, weighing in at 495 g,

affords a higher magnification (3-9x

zoom) than the CL 1.5-6x42. Full coating

ensures a bright image and renders

valuable service when stand hunting in

twilight conditions.

Order-No.: 25-39x42

CL 2,5-10x56
The specialist for stand hunting
in early morning and late eve-
ning hours.
The CL 2,5-10x56 yields the highest

magnification (10-times) and posses-

ses the largest objective lens diameter 

(56 mm) of the CL series. Thanks to the

high twilight factor (23.66 - 11.83), the

image appears very bright.

Order-No.: 25-2510x56

4A
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LUGER LR 4-16x44
Bright image. Even at long
distances.
With an exit pupil of 11-2.75mm, the LR

4-16x44 offers the brightest image of all

LR riflescopes. Its comfortably operated

height and lateral adjustment precisely

moves the reticle at 1/8 M.O.A.

Order-No.: 29-416x44

LUGER LR 8-32x44
For the longest distances and
smallest targets.
The LR 8-32x44 features the highest

magnification of all LR rifle scopes. The

1/8 M.O.A. reticle ensures perfectly

accurate elevation and lateral adjust-

ment. The precisely working zoom ring

allows for exact magnification control.

Order-No.: 29-832x44

Reliability at any distance: The high magnification of the LUGER LR series guarantees accurate shots even

when shooting long-range and aiming at small targets. The adjustable objective allows for fast adaptation

to different distances and corrects for parallax. The particularly sturdy, 100% waterproof, 25.4mm bodies

reliably protect the fully coated optical system.

For long-range shooting.

crosshair with dot

crosshair with dot
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A high concentration of optics in a
limited space.
Small dimensions, clear image. A classic for sport shooting and hunting with small to

medium-size calibres: The lightweight riflescopes of the STD series are shockproof

and recoil resistant. Their nitrogen filling guarantees absolute waterproof protection.

Fully coated optics deliver a bright, high-contrast image.

FIXED Power

STD 4x32 
Small in size. Large in
outlook.
The STD 4x32 not only fea-

tures a larger field of view

(10.2 m) than the STD 6x40,

but also stands out for its

lower weight and more com-

pact dimensions.

Order-No.: 21-4x32

FIXED Power

STD 6x40
Distant objects close-up.
Compared to the STD 4x32,

the STD 6x40 features a higher

magnification and a higher

twilight factor of 15.5.

Order-No.: 21-6x40

VARIABLE Power

STD 3-9x32
Small and light.
At 345 g, the STD 3-9x32 is

exactly 45 g lighter than the

STD 3-9x40. At a length of 

305 mm, it is also smaller.

Order-No.: 21-39x32

VARIABLE Power

STD 3-9x40
Ample light.
Due to its larger objective lens

diameter, the STD 3-9x40 fea-

tures a brighter image than

the STD 3-9x32.

Order-No.: 21-39x40

30/30



LUGER KD
Spuds for calibres .22 through .46. 

Fit the LUGER SP bore-sighting collima-

tor. Available individually or as a set.

Leather case included.

Order-No.: 15-1 

KAL. 22-30/22 (5.6 mm)/30 (7.5 mm)

Order-No.: 15-2 

KAL. 27-36/27 (6.75 mm)/36 (9.25 mm)

Set-Order-No.: 15-4

KAL. 22-30/22 (5.6 mm)/30 (7.5 mm)

KAL. 27-36/27 (6.75 mm)/36 (9.25 mm)

KAL. 32-46/32 (8.25 mm)/46 (11.75 mm)

LUGER LG | 13

Extremely small and light.

The right choice for air guns and small-calibre rifles: You could easily forget that the

scopes exist. Mounting rings to fit 11 mm integral scope bases are included, so that

self-mounting is fast and easy.

LG 4x15
The absolute lightweight.
The LG 4x15 stands out particularly due

to its low weight of only 100 g.

Order-No.: 20-4x15

LG 4x20
Wide and bright.
With an exit pupil of 5mm, the LG 4x20

yields a brighter image than the LG

4x15. At 7.6 m, the field of view is

slightly larger.

Order-No.: 20-4x20

LG 3-7x20
Zoom.
Thanks to its zoom function, this riflescope

can be employed at all distances. At 3-times

magnification, the 9 m field of view is the lar-

gest in the LG series.

Order-No.: 20-37x20

LUGER SP
Save yourself the trip to the shooting range
or the gunsmith.
With the LUGER SP bore-sighting collimator and the tal-

lying spuds (for different calibres), you can easily verify

whether your gun still fires accurately – if, for instance,

it has been exposed to shock or fall. Simply attach the

bore-sighting collimator to the spud, insert the unit into

the barrel and then adjust the scope’s reticle to the col-

limator’s reticle. A practical leather case is included.

Order-No.: 15-10

30/30

LUGER |  ACCESSORIES
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LUGER DOT

26-156x42

1.5-6x

42

26-7

7.94-15.87

21.2-7.1

30

320

495

4A

+

26-12545x26

1.25-4.5x

26

20.8-5.8

5.7-10.8

34.7-7.1

30

245

390

4A

+

Line

Order Number

Magnification

Objective lens diameter (mm)

Exit pupil (mm)

Twilight factor

Field of view (m/100 m)

Tube Diameter (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

Weight (g)

Reticle

Waterproof

26-312x52

3-12x

52

17.3-4.3

12.49-24.98

8.8-3.5

30

350

580

4A

+

43-312x56

3-12x

56

18,7-4,7

12.96-25.92

9.6-2.5

30

355

648

4A+LP

+

41-412x56

4-12x

56

14-4.7

15.0-25.9

10-3.3

25.4

375

615

4A+LP

+

43-14x26

1-4x

26

26-6.5

5.09-10.19

35-11

30

245

425

Illuminated reticle

+

40-1545x20

1,5-4,5x

20

13.3-4.4

5.5-9.5

21.8-7.7

25,4

265

385

Illuminated reticle

+

LUGER PRO NA

41-39x40

3-9x

40

13.3-4.4

11.0-19.0

13-4.9

25.4

330

460

4A+LP

+

Line

Order Number

Magnification

Objective lens diameter (mm)

Exit pupil (mm)

Twilight factor

Field of view (m/100 m)

Tube Diameter (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

Weight (g)

Reticle

Waterproof

25-2510x56

2.5-10x

56

22.4-5.6

11.83-23.66

12.2-3.1

30

330

625

4A

+

25-39x42

3-9x

42

14-4.7

11.22-19.4

11.83-4.26

30

330

495

4A

+

24-312x52

3-12x

52

17.3-4.3

12.49-24.89

11.2-2.8

30

355

575

4A

+

24-39x44

3-9x

44

14.7-4.9

11.49-19.89

11.6-4

30

330

456

4A

+

24-156x44

1.5-6x

44

29.3-7.3

8.12-16.25

17-3.8

30

320

475

4A

+

LUGER EU

Line

Order Number

Magnification

Objective lens diameter (mm)

Exit pupil (mm)

Twilight factor

Field of view (m/100 m)

Tube Diameter (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

Weight (g)

Reticle

Waterproof

21-39x32

3-9x

32

10.7-3.6

8.9-17

13.1-4.4

25.4

300

335

30/30

+

21-4x32

4x

32

8

11.3

10.2

25.4

280

285

30/30

+

LUGER STD

21-39x40

3-9x

40

13.3-4.4

11-17.9

13.1-4.4

25.4

320

380

30/30

+

21-6x40

6x

40

6.7

15.5

7.3

25.4

315

320

30/30

+

20-4x20

4x

20

5

8.9

7.6

19

270

108

30/30

20-37x20

3-7x

20

6.7-2.9

7.7-11.8

9-4.1

19

290

150

30/30

20-4x15

4x

15

3.8

7.7

6.4

19

270

100

30/30

LUGER LG

18-103

33 

122

155

10 M.O.A.

18-105

47 

108

240

4,8,12 +16 M.O.A.

18-102

36 

95

190

5 M.O.A.

18-106

-

115

65

5 M.O.A.

41-8x56

8x

56

7

21.0

7

25.4

370

555

4A+LP

+

29-832x44

8-32x

44

5.5-1.4

18.75-37.52

4.1-1.2

25.4

405

570

Crosshair with dot

+

29-416x44

4-16x

44

11-2.8

13.3-26.5

6.1-1.92

25.5

385

540

Crosshair with dot

+

25-156x42

1.5-6x

42

26.7-6.7

7.94-15.87

19.4-4.9

30

300

490

4A

+

LUGER Jagd NA LUGER PRO

LUGER CL LUGER LR
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Red Dot sights for all fields of use.

Red Dot sights for all fields of employment. 

The LUGER DOT Red Dot sights allow precise shooting by means of an illuminated red dot reti-

cle, projected into the optical system to appear against the target. 

LUGER DOT 1
The simplest solution for airguns.
The LUGER DOT 1 is quickly and easily mounted on the gun’s 11 mm scope

base.

Order-No.: 18-106

LUGER DOT 2
For air guns and small-calibre rifles.
The 5 MOA illuminated aiming dot of the LUGER DOT 2 is adjustable in ele-

ven intensity levels and can be precisely sighted in through the accurate

windage and elevation adjustment. The sight features an integrated atta-

ching base and is easily mounted on the gun’s 11mm scope base.

Order-No.: 18-102

LUGER DOT 3
Precise shooting with rifles, shotguns and handguns.
At 10 MOA, the aiming dot of the LUGER DOT 3 is very large. Brightness can

be accurately fine-tuned in eleven levels of intensity. Windage and elevation

adjustments operate with absolute precision. At 155 g, the rugged sight is

very light. Comes with a set of mounting rings (16.5mm dovetail).

Order-No.: 18-103

LUGER DOT 5
The allrounder with a variable aiming dot. 
The dot size of the LUGER DOT 5 can be set to 4, 8, 12 and 16 MOA. For maxi-

mum flexibility in any situation, brightness can be adjusted in eleven levels

of intensity. The large 47 mm tube diameter allows for a very wide field of

view. The entire optical device is particularly light and compact. Its integra-

ted attaching base facilitates quick and easy mounting to Weaver bases. 

Order-No.: 18-105

Table Riflescopes |  LUGER | 16

Line

Order Number

Tube Diameter (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

Weight (g)

Reticle

For that one moment of truth, in which we fully concentrate all our

senses, we gladly accept effort and patience. 

Only if we become one with our equipment can we deliver the perfect

shot and

experience the ultimate sense of achievement. 

Whether for huntsmanlike slaying of game or winning a competition: 

what counts is the shot – it has to be perfect.

We do not know how successful your moments of truth will be, but we

do promise that the optics will not fail you.

The proven quality will not let you down. 

LUGER optics. 

It’s all you need.

02 | LUGER 

Moments of true clarity.



LUGER DOT

26-156x42

1.5-6x

42

26-7

7.94-15.87

21.2-7.1

30

320

495

4A

+

26-12545x26

1.25-4.5x

26

20.8-5.8

5.7-10.8

34.7-7.1

30

245

390

4A

+

Line

Order Number

Magnification

Objective lens diameter (mm)

Exit pupil (mm)

Twilight factor

Field of view (m/100 m)

Tube Diameter (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

Weight (g)

Reticle

Waterproof

26-312x52

3-12x

52

17.3-4.3

12.49-24.98

8.8-3.5

30

350

580

4A

+

43-312x56

3-12x

56

18,7-4,7

12.96-25.92

9.6-2.5

30

355

648

4A+LP

+

41-412x56

4-12x

56

14-4.7

15.0-25.9

10-3.3

25.4

375

615

4A+LP

+

43-14x26

1-4x

26

26-6.5

5.09-10.19

35-11

30

245

425

Illuminated reticle

+

40-1545x20

1,5-4,5x

20

13.3-4.4

5.5-9.5

21.8-7.7

25,4

265

385

Illuminated reticle

+

LUGER PRO NA

41-39x40

3-9x

40

13.3-4.4

11.0-19.0

13-4.9

25.4

330

460

4A+LP

+

Line

Order Number

Magnification

Objective lens diameter (mm)

Exit pupil (mm)

Twilight factor

Field of view (m/100 m)

Tube Diameter (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

Weight (g)

Reticle

Waterproof

25-2510x56

2.5-10x

56

22.4-5.6

11.83-23.66

12.2-3.1

30

330

625

4A

+

25-39x42

3-9x

42

14-4.7

11.22-19.4

11.83-4.26

30

330

495

4A

+

24-312x52

3-12x

52

17.3-4.3

12.49-24.89

11.2-2.8

30

355

575

4A

+

24-39x44

3-9x

44

14.7-4.9

11.49-19.89

11.6-4

30

330

456

4A

+

24-156x44

1.5-6x

44

29.3-7.3

8.12-16.25

17-3.8

30

320

475

4A

+

LUGER EU

Line

Order Number

Magnification

Objective lens diameter (mm)

Exit pupil (mm)

Twilight factor

Field of view (m/100 m)

Tube Diameter (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

Weight (g)

Reticle

Waterproof

21-39x32

3-9x

32

10.7-3.6

8.9-17

13.1-4.4

25.4

300

335

30/30

+

21-4x32

4x

32

8

11.3

10.2

25.4

280

285

30/30

+

LUGER STD

21-39x40

3-9x

40

13.3-4.4

11-17.9

13.1-4.4

25.4

320

380

30/30

+

21-6x40

6x

40

6.7

15.5

7.3

25.4

315

320

30/30

+

20-4x20

4x

20

5

8.9

7.6

19

270

108

30/30

20-37x20

3-7x

20

6.7-2.9

7.7-11.8

9-4.1

19

290

150

30/30

20-4x15

4x

15

3.8

7.7

6.4

19

270

100

30/30

LUGER LG

18-103

33 

122

155

10 M.O.A.

18-105

47 

108

240

4,8,12 +16 M.O.A.

18-102

36 

95

190

5 M.O.A.

18-106

-

115

65

5 M.O.A.

41-8x56

8x

56

7

21.0

7

25.4

370

555

4A+LP

+

29-832x44

8-32x

44

5.5-1.4

18.75-37.52

4.1-1.2

25.4

405

570

Crosshair with dot

+

29-416x44

4-16x

44

11-2.8

13.3-26.5

6.1-1.92

25.5

385

540

Crosshair with dot

+

25-156x42

1.5-6x

42

26.7-6.7

7.94-15.87

19.4-4.9

30

300

490

4A

+

LUGER Jagd NA LUGER PRO

LUGER CL LUGER LR

LUGER DOT | 15

Red Dot sights for all fields of use.

Red Dot sights for all fields of employment. 

The LUGER DOT Red Dot sights allow precise shooting by means of an illuminated red dot reti-

cle, projected into the optical system to appear against the target. 

LUGER DOT 1
The simplest solution for airguns.
The LUGER DOT 1 is quickly and easily mounted on the gun’s 11 mm scope

base.

Order-No.: 18-106

LUGER DOT 2
For air guns and small-calibre rifles.
The 5 MOA illuminated aiming dot of the LUGER DOT 2 is adjustable in ele-

ven intensity levels and can be precisely sighted in through the accurate

windage and elevation adjustment. The sight features an integrated atta-

ching base and is easily mounted on the gun’s 11mm scope base.

Order-No.: 18-102

LUGER DOT 3
Precise shooting with rifles, shotguns and handguns.
At 10 MOA, the aiming dot of the LUGER DOT 3 is very large. Brightness can

be accurately fine-tuned in eleven levels of intensity. Windage and elevation

adjustments operate with absolute precision. At 155 g, the rugged sight is

very light. Comes with a set of mounting rings (16.5mm dovetail).

Order-No.: 18-103

LUGER DOT 5
The allrounder with a variable aiming dot. 
The dot size of the LUGER DOT 5 can be set to 4, 8, 12 and 16 MOA. For maxi-

mum flexibility in any situation, brightness can be adjusted in eleven levels

of intensity. The large 47 mm tube diameter allows for a very wide field of

view. The entire optical device is particularly light and compact. Its integra-

ted attaching base facilitates quick and easy mounting to Weaver bases. 

Order-No.: 18-105
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Line

Order Number

Tube Diameter (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

Weight (g)

Reticle

For that one moment of truth, in which we fully concentrate all our

senses, we gladly accept effort and patience. 

Only if we become one with our equipment can we deliver the perfect

shot and

experience the ultimate sense of achievement. 

Whether for huntsmanlike slaying of game or winning a competition: 

what counts is the shot – it has to be perfect.

We do not know how successful your moments of truth will be, but we

do promise that the optics will not fail you.

The proven quality will not let you down. 

LUGER optics. 

It’s all you need.

02 | LUGER 

Moments of true clarity.



Exit Pupil
The exit pupil indicates the amount of light that reaches the human eye

through the optical system and therefore strongly determines image

brightness. The exit pupil is calculated by dividing the objective lens

diameter by the magnification. The LUGER Jagd NA 8x56, for example,

therefore has an exit pupil of 7 mm (56 : 8= 7).

To achieve optimum image brightness, the riflescope’s exit pupil should

be at least the same size as the user’s pupil  which varies with age and

light conditions at the time of observation. A young person, for exam-

ple, has an exit pupil of about 4mm during daytime and 7 mm at night,

whereas an older person shows an exit pupil of about 3 mm and 4 mm

respectively. Generally speaking, the rifle scope’s exit pupil can be rela-

tively small in favourable light conditions  e.g. sunshine  but should be

larger in poor light conditions  e.g. dawn or dusk.

Field of View
When looking through a rifle scope, a circular image appears. The width

of this image is referred to as the »field of view«. The corresponding

figure (in m/100m) indicates the width of the area visible at a distan-

ce of 100m. The LUGER PRO 1.25-4.5x26, for example, covers 34.7m at

a distance of 100m when using 1.25-times magnification. The higher

the magnification, the smaller the field of view.

Full Coating
The full coating of LUGER rifle scopes increases light transmission und

reduces distorting glare. The benefit: A very bright, high-contrast and

absolutely true-to-detail image.

Magnification / Power
The magnification/power figure indicates how much closer an object

appears. An 8-times magnification rifle scope (e.g. LUGER Jagd-NA

8x56) makes an object 100m away appear to be only 12.5 m away.

With fixed-power rifle scopes (such as the Jagd-NA 8x56), magnifica-

tion cannot be changed, whereas with variable-power scopes, magni-

fication is infinitely variable within a given range (for example LUGER

EU 3-9x44).

Objective Lens Diameter
The objective lens diameter determines the amount of light that pene-

trates the rifle scope’s objective lens. The LUGER PRO NA 3-12x56 has

an objective lens diameter of 56mm. The larger the diameter, the gre-

ater the amount of light that enters the optical system, and the brigh-

ter the image.

Parallax
If the shooter looks through the scope »off centre« instead of

»straight«, an aiming error occurs that is referred to as »parallax« or

»parallax error«. It is caused by positioning the eye outside the straight

line that runs from the centre of the reticle to the target; i.e. the opti-

cal axis and visual axis are offset against each other.

»Parallax-freedom« means that due to a pre-setting at the factory, the

parallax error does not occur at a certain distance (usually 100 m). At

that distance, the image of the object falls on the same plane with the

reticle. This means that the shooter is aiming correctly at an object 100

m away, even when looking into the scope off centre.

Regardless of the distance, there will be no parallax if the shooter looks

exactly straight through the scope. The LUGER LR 8-32x44 features a

parallax adjustment, which allows for setting parallax, and thus »paral-

lax-freedom«, to different distances - a great advantage when shooting

long-range.

Reticle
The reticle is the scope’s internal aiming device. In the LUGER Jagd-NA

and PRO-NA series, it is supplemented by an additional illumination

unit, adjustable to different levels of intensity. Illuminated reticles faci-

litate quick target acquisition when drive hunting and when hunting in

poor light conditions. The LUGER reticle types »4A«, »4A+LP«, »30/30«,

»Special A«, »Crosshair with dot« and »Special illuminated reticle« offer

the right solution for every hunting situation. In all variable-power

LUGER scopes, the reticle is located in the 2nd image plane (ocular

image plane) and retains its size when magnification is changed. Target

obstruction is thus reduced to a minimum and a good overview is main-

tained at all times. All rifle scope reticles feature accurate windage and

elevation adjustment.

Twilight Factor
The twilight factor is calculated by extracting the root of the multiplica-

tion  of the objective lens diameter x the magnification. The LUGER Jagd

NA 8x56 has a twilight factor of 21 and is therefore perfectly adapted

to use in poor light conditions.

Waterproof Protection
LUGER’s waterproof rifle scopes are filled with dry nitrogen. This not

only prevents the penetration of water but also the intrusion of air and

of moisture, which could lead to fogging of the lenses.
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Exit Pupil
The exit pupil indicates the amount of light that reaches the human eye

through the optical system and therefore strongly determines image

brightness. The exit pupil is calculated by dividing the objective lens

diameter by the magnification. The LUGER Jagd NA 8x56, for example,

therefore has an exit pupil of 7 mm (56 : 8= 7).

To achieve optimum image brightness, the riflescope’s exit pupil should

be at least the same size as the user’s pupil  which varies with age and

light conditions at the time of observation. A young person, for exam-

ple, has an exit pupil of about 4mm during daytime and 7 mm at night,

whereas an older person shows an exit pupil of about 3 mm and 4 mm

respectively. Generally speaking, the rifle scope’s exit pupil can be rela-

tively small in favourable light conditions  e.g. sunshine  but should be

larger in poor light conditions  e.g. dawn or dusk.

Field of View
When looking through a rifle scope, a circular image appears. The width

of this image is referred to as the »field of view«. The corresponding

figure (in m/100m) indicates the width of the area visible at a distan-

ce of 100m. The LUGER PRO 1.25-4.5x26, for example, covers 34.7m at

a distance of 100m when using 1.25-times magnification. The higher

the magnification, the smaller the field of view.

Full Coating
The full coating of LUGER rifle scopes increases light transmission und

reduces distorting glare. The benefit: A very bright, high-contrast and

absolutely true-to-detail image.

Magnification / Power
The magnification/power figure indicates how much closer an object

appears. An 8-times magnification rifle scope (e.g. LUGER Jagd-NA

8x56) makes an object 100m away appear to be only 12.5 m away.

With fixed-power rifle scopes (such as the Jagd-NA 8x56), magnifica-

tion cannot be changed, whereas with variable-power scopes, magni-

fication is infinitely variable within a given range (for example LUGER

EU 3-9x44).

Objective Lens Diameter
The objective lens diameter determines the amount of light that pene-

trates the rifle scope’s objective lens. The LUGER PRO NA 3-12x56 has

an objective lens diameter of 56mm. The larger the diameter, the gre-

ater the amount of light that enters the optical system, and the brigh-

ter the image.

Parallax
If the shooter looks through the scope »off centre« instead of

»straight«, an aiming error occurs that is referred to as »parallax« or

»parallax error«. It is caused by positioning the eye outside the straight

line that runs from the centre of the reticle to the target; i.e. the opti-

cal axis and visual axis are offset against each other.

»Parallax-freedom« means that due to a pre-setting at the factory, the

parallax error does not occur at a certain distance (usually 100 m). At

that distance, the image of the object falls on the same plane with the

reticle. This means that the shooter is aiming correctly at an object 100

m away, even when looking into the scope off centre.

Regardless of the distance, there will be no parallax if the shooter looks

exactly straight through the scope. The LUGER LR 8-32x44 features a

parallax adjustment, which allows for setting parallax, and thus »paral-

lax-freedom«, to different distances - a great advantage when shooting

long-range.

Reticle
The reticle is the scope’s internal aiming device. In the LUGER Jagd-NA

and PRO-NA series, it is supplemented by an additional illumination

unit, adjustable to different levels of intensity. Illuminated reticles faci-

litate quick target acquisition when drive hunting and when hunting in

poor light conditions. The LUGER reticle types »4A«, »4A+LP«, »30/30«,

»Special A«, »Crosshair with dot« and »Special illuminated reticle« offer

the right solution for every hunting situation. In all variable-power

LUGER scopes, the reticle is located in the 2nd image plane (ocular

image plane) and retains its size when magnification is changed. Target

obstruction is thus reduced to a minimum and a good overview is main-

tained at all times. All rifle scope reticles feature accurate windage and

elevation adjustment.

Twilight Factor
The twilight factor is calculated by extracting the root of the multiplica-

tion  of the objective lens diameter x the magnification. The LUGER Jagd

NA 8x56 has a twilight factor of 21 and is therefore perfectly adapted

to use in poor light conditions.

Waterproof Protection
LUGER’s waterproof rifle scopes are filled with dry nitrogen. This not

only prevents the penetration of water but also the intrusion of air and

of moisture, which could lead to fogging of the lenses.
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